
ROB H. WOOD # 8229
Madison County Prosecuting Attorney
rwood@, co. madison. id. us

159 East Main Street
P. 0. Box 350
Rexburg, Idaho 83440
Telephone: (208) 356-7768
Facsimile: (208) 356-7839

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FREMONT

STATE OF IDAHO,

Plaintiff,

V.

CHAD GUY DAYBELL, and,
LORI NORENE DAYBELL,

Defendant.

Case No. : CR22-20-0755
Case No. : CR22-20-0838

BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF THE STATE'S
MOTION IN LIMINE

The State of Idaho, by and through the Madison County Prosecutor's Office, acting as a

special Prosecutor for Fremont County, Idaho, hereby submits the following brief in support of

the State's Motions in Limine filed on March 2, 2021.

INTRODUCTION

On September 4, 2020, Defendant Chad Daybell filed his motion for change of venue.

His co-defendant Lori Daybell filed her Motion to Change of Venue likewise on September 1 7,

2020. Both defendants have supplied limited discovery or documentation to support their

motions.

The Defendant Chad Daybell provided the State with the results of an "informal survey"

purportedly performed in August of 2020 in Fremont County, Madison County, and Bonneville

County. Initially Defendant C. Daybell refused to provide the name of the individual performing

the "survey." Only after the State filed a motion to compel did the Defense provide the name of

their survey taker. That individual was never disclosed as an expert witness. In the March 1,

2021 disclosure, the Defendant disclosed only the name of the individual who performed the poll

but provided no other data requested by the State and as required by the mles. This disclosure is
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attached as "Exhibit 1. " No CV was provided for the individual. The Defendant's disclosure

outlined that the poll-taker individual was only a lay witness and not an expert witness. The

disclosure suggests that the tendered witness would provide the foundation for an informal,

survey she conducted. No supporting documents for the survey, poll or opinion were supplied as

requested and required.

On March 1, 2021, the Defendant Lori Vallow Daybell disclosed Columbo

Investigations/Joe Adriany as a witness to the State. This disclosure is attached as "Exhibit 2"

(the disclosure from Lori Vallow Daybell included the Court filing, Mr. Adriany's CV and a

Public Opinion Survey. The State did not attach Mr. Adriany's Survey to this brief). The

disclosure included the results of a survey conducted by Mr. Adriany in December of 2021 in

Fremont, Madison and Bonneville Counties. The disclosure included Mr. Adriany's CV, but, it

did not identify him as an expert witness. While Mr. Adriany's CV outlines his experience with

law enforcement and private investigative work, it lacks any suggestion that he has any

specialized training or experience in statistics, market research, or performing any form or

surveys or polls. No supporting data, polling instrument, underlying formula, empirical research

or documentation was included.

LEGAL AUTHORITY

1. STANDARDS FOR LAY AND EXPERT TESTIMONY

Polls and surveys offered to the Court as evidence should be supported by qualified expert

testimony and scientifically supported evidence.

Lay opinion testimony alone is insufficient to support such a unique or drastic remedy

as a change of venue. The Rules of Evidence are clear on the parameters on lay and expert

testimony.

Idaho Rule of Evidence 701 governs opinion testimony by lay witnesses. Rule 701 states:

If a witness is not testifying as an expert, testimony in the form of an opinion or inference is

limited to one that is:

(a) Rationally based on the witness's perception;

(b) Helpful to clearly understanding the witness's testimony or to determining a fact in

issue; and

(c) Not based on scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge within the scope of

Rule 702.

Idaho Rule of Evidence 702 defines an expert witness as:
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A witness who is qualified as an expert by knowledge, skill, experience, training, or

education may testify in the form of an opinion or otherwise if the expert's scientific,

technical, or other specialized knowledge will help the trier of fact to understand the

evidence or to determine a fact in issue.

2. SCIENTIFICALLY SUPPORTED TESTIMONY REGARDING SURVEYS
AND POLLS

The Federal Courts have dealt most directly with the admission of surveys and polls. In

order for survey evidence to be admitted, the survey must be conducted on accepted principles

and must have circumstantial guarantees oftrustworthiness. In G. v. Hawaii, Dep't of Human

Servs., a Hawaii Federal District Court discussed the general law regarding the admission of

surveys and polls into evidence. 703 F. Supp. 2d 1112, 1120 (D. Haw. 2010) The Court stated:

Although the Daubert standard for admissibility of expert testimony
applies to all expert testimony, not just testimony based on novel scientific
methods, survey evidence has been found to be sufficiently reliable under
Daubert as long as the survey is conducted according to accepted
principles. Southland Sod Farms v. Stover Seed Co., 108F.3d 1134, 1143
(9th Cir. 1997) (holding that a survey that was conducted only in the
southern portion of the state and asked leading questions only went to the
weight of the evidence, not the admissibility of the survey). Although
surveys are often based on hearsay, they "may nevertheless be admissible
under [the residual hearsay exception], " if the survey has circumstantial
guarantees oftrustworthiness. Pittsburgh Press Club v. United States, 579
F.2d 751, 757-58 (3d Cir. 1 978) (citing Fed.R. Evid. 803(24), which is now
codified at Fed.R.Evid. 807). "In the context of polls and surveys, the
circumstantial guarantees oftrustworthiness are for the most part satisfied
if the poll is conducted in accordance with generally accepted survey
principles, and if the results are used in a statistically correct way...." Id.
at 758; see also Keith v. Volpe, 858 F.2d 467, 480 (9th Cir. 1988) (same).
Technical or methodological deficiencies in the survey typically bear on
the weight of the evidence, not the admissibility. See Keith, 858 F.2d at
480.
The proponent of the survey has the burden of establishing that it was
conducted in accordance with generally accepted survey principles and
that its results were developed in a statistically correct manner. See
Pittsburgh Press Club, 579 F.2d at 758; Keith, 858 F.2d at 480. Accepted
principles for conducting a survey include the following:
A proper universe must be examined and a representative sample must be
chosen; the persons conducting the survey must be experts; (emphasis
added) the data must be properly gathered and accurately reported. It is
essential that the sample design, the questionnaires and the manner of
interviewing meet the standards of objective surveying and statistical
techniques. Just as important, the survey must be conducted independently
of the attorneys involved in the litigation. The interviewers or sample
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designers should, of course, be trained, (emphasis added) and ideally
should be unaware of the purposes of the survey or the litigation. A
fortiori, the respondents should be similarly unaware. Pittsburgh Press
Club, 579 F.2d at 758 (emphasis in original); see also Gibson v. County of
Riverside, 181 F. Supp. 2d 1057, 1067-68 (C. D.Cal. 2002) (excluding the
results of a survey because it was not conducted according to generally
accepted principles).

Surveys or polls with substantial deficiencies in their design or execution may be

completely excluded by the courts. In Gibson v. Cty. Of Riverside, the California Federal District

Court stated:

Technical and methodological deficiencies in the survey typically bear on
the weight of evidence, not on its admissibility. See Volpe, 858 F.2d at
480; Harold's Stores, 82 F. 3d at 1544. However, substantial deficiencies
in the design or execution of a survey of individuals is grounds for its
complete exclusion. See Harolds Stores, 82 F. 3d at 1544; Pittsburgh
Press, 579 F.2d at 759-60. 181 F. Supp. 2d1057, 1067 (C.D. Cal. 2002)
Gibson, similar to G. v. Hawaii, Dep't of Human Sen's, adopts the standard
set forth in Pittsburg Press Club v. United States for the admissibility of
surveys and polls. Surveys in both Gibson and Pittsburg were excluded in
part because the individuals conducting the polls were not experts. The
court in Gibson held:

Here, as in Pittsburgh Press, there are lacking the essential hallmarks of
reliability which have made surveys admissible in other cases. To begin,
the survey was not conducted by experts (emphasis added) or
independently of the attorneys involved in the litigation. Instead, the
deposition ofLivingston-submitted by Plaintiffs with their objections to
the County's evidence-reveals that the questions on the questionnaire
were written by an attorney for the County and that Livingston identified
the residences to which the questionnaire would be sent. More
importantly, the recipients of the survey were informed of the purpose of
the survey and reminded that they were the beneficiaries of the survey.
This is exactly the situation that the Pittsburgh Press court found so
egregious. Id at 181 F. Supp. 2d 1057, 1068 (C. D. Cal. 2002)

In Dukes v. Wal-Mart, Inc., the California Federal District Court excluded a survey where

defense counsel and the defendant designed and administered a survey rather than an expert. 222

F.R. D. 189, 196-97 (N. D. Cal. 2004). The survey in that case was deemed biased on its face and

the Court held:

In sum, the record demonstrates that the survey was designed and
administered by counsel in the midst of litigation, the interviewees knew
the survey was related to the litigation, and the survey instrument exhibits
bias on its face. Taken together, these factors plainly demonstrate that the
results from the survey are not the "product of reliable principles and
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methods, " and therefore are not the type of evidence that would be
"reasonably relied upon by experts. " Fed. R. Evid. 702, 703. Even Dr.
Haworth conceded, after Plaintiffs obtained an opinion from an expert in
survey methods, that the declarations do not qualify as a valid survey
because the data was not collected in "an anonymous and neutral setting."
Haworth Decl. at 93, n. 114; Seligman Decl., Ex. 7; Presser Decl. (expert
opinion that "the survey of Wal-Mart managers does not meet generally
accepted standards for the conduct and reporting of surveys").
Not surprisingly, courts have refused to allow surveys made under such
circumstances, usually rejecting them on grounds of being unreliable
hearsay. See, e. g., Pittsburgh Press Club v. United States, 579 F.2d 751,
756-57 (3rd Cir. 1978) (survey must be conducted independently of
attorneys involved in the litigation and respondents should not be aware
of purpose of the survey); Yapp v. Union Pacific Railroad Co., 301
F. Supp. 2d 1030, 1037(E. D.Mo. 2004) (rejecting experts' survey where
there was "heavy involvement of defense counsel in [its] design and
conduct"), Gibson v. County of Riverside, 181 F. Supp.2d 1057, 1067-68
(C. D. Cal. 2002) (same); Delgado v. McTighe, 91 F. R. D. 76, 80-81
(E.D. Pa. l98I)(same).
Defendant responds that basic survey standards should not apply here
because the declarations were never intended to be a "scientific survey;"
rather, they are just a collection of declarations. Dr. Haworth repeatedly
referred to and treated the 239 declarations as a "survey," in both her
deposition and expert report. See, e. g.,Haworth Expert Report at 42-45
(Seligman Decl. Ex. 1); Haworth Depo. at 176, 238-243, 247-252
(Seligman Decl., Ex. 6). The Court flatly rejects Defendant's disingenuous
effort to re-characterize the survey at the eleventh hour as simply a
collection of declarations. Id.

ANALYSIS

Case law abundantly establishes that in order to be reliable and admissible, surveys and

polls must be conducted by experts using sound instruments grounded on solid scientific and

mathematical principles. In the case before the Court, neither of the defense's tendered

witnesses on their motions were disclosed or could be offered as expert witnesses on polling and

surveys. Indeed, Defendant Chad Daybell has explicitly stated Ms. Schaat is not an expert, but

rather a "lay witness." As a lay witness she is specifically precluded by Idaho Rule of Evidence

701 from offering her opinion "based on scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge

within the scope of Rule 702."

By labeling the Schaat survey as an "informal survey" and Ms. Schaat as a "lay witness"

the Defense on its own has disqualified the "survey" and precluded Ms. Schaat from testifying.

The Defense is attempting to rid itself of the "burden of establishing that the survey was

conducted in accordance with generally accepted survey principles and that the results were used
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in a statistically correct manner" as established in Pittsburg Press Club. This scenario is similar

to Dukes v. Wal-Mart where a non-expert prepared/conducted a survey and the proponent of that

survey attempted to re-characterize the survey as "non-scientific." It is illogical that a non-

expert lay witness who is not even qualified to conduct a survey or poll is somehow able to lay

foundation for an "informal survey" they conducted. Such work and informal opinion poll is

precluded under the Rules and by case law. By admitting that Ms. Schaat is not an expert, the

Defendant has provided sufficient reason for the court to exclude Ms. Schaat and the informal

survey she conducted. Further, by refusing to provide any underlying data for Ms. Schaat's

survey, the Defendant has failed to

While the Defendant Lori Vallow Daybell did provide a CV for Mr. Adriany, nothing in

that CV provides any reason to believe that Mr. Adriany is an expert that has the knowledge,

skill, experience, training or education to conduct a survey or to offer his opinion to the court

about the results of said survey. While Mr. Adriany maybe trained as an investigator and has

law enforcement experience, nothing suggests he has been trained or is an expert in statistics,

market research, or any other field which would qualify him to conduct a poll and testify about

it. The fact that he was not disclosed as an expert establishes that he is a lay witness and as such

he is precluded by Idaho Rule of Evidence 701 from offering his opinion "based on scientific,

technical, or other specialized knowledge within the scope of Rule 702. " Further, were the Court

to overlook the failure in designation, there is nothing to suggest that Mr. Adriany is in fact an

expert qualified to testify on this particular subject matter.

If the survey was conducted by a lay witness or non-expert it should be excluded as

surveys or polls that are not the products of reliable principles and methods, (such as not being

designed and conducted by experts) are inadmissible on their face. The entire disclosure from

both Defendants is replete with error. By failing or refusing to provide the underlying data

requested by the State and required by the rules, the Defense has failed to establish the relevance

and reliability of the polls and their witnesses required by Pittsburgh Press and its progeny.

There is no evidence to suggest that either the surveys or the tendered witnesses will

provide the Court with even a scintilla of the reliability, trustworthiness or scientifically based

evidence necessary for the admission of their testimony or evidence and as such both witnesses

and the surveys they conducted should be excluded by the Court.
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DATED thisis IP day of March, 2021

.^"^
Rob H'i"Wood
Special Prosecuting Attorney for Fremont County

CERTIFICATE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ^ day of March, 2021, that a copy of the foregoin;

BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF THE STATE'S MOTION IN LIMINE was served as follows:

John Prior
john(2), ipriorlaw.com

Mark L. Means
mlm(a!means-law. com

Overnight Mail
Hand Delivered

Courthouse Box

Facsimile:

y. File & Serve
Email

Overnight Mail
Hand Delivered

Courthouse Box

Facsimile:

yl File & Serve
Email

^/)^ 7^^^^
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JOHN PRIOR
LAW OFFICES OF JOHN PRIOR
ISB #5344
802 Arthur Street
Caldwell, Idaho 83605
Telephone: (208) 465-9839
Fax:(208)454-0136
Email john@jpriorlaw.com
Attorney for Defendant

TN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FREMONT

STATE OF IDAHO,

Plaintiff,

vs.

CHAD GUY DAYBELL,

Defendant

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
J

CASE NO: CR22-20-0755

DEFENDANT'S RESPONSE TO
SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST FOR
DISCOVERY

COMES NOW, JOHN PRIOR, attorney for the above-named Defendant, and submits
the following Supplemental Response to Request for Discovery: That the Defendam has

complied with PlamtifFs request by submitting the following information by electronic service
to Robert Wood to the Fremont County Special Prosecuting Attorney's Office:

1. Names of witnesses to be called at the Motion to Change Venue
a' AndreaTracy schaat 260° Rome Avenue Fruitland Idaho

(208)^739-5995. ^1 is not anticipated thatMrs. Schaatis to be called as an
expert witness she is a lay witness who will testify that on twooccasrons

m informal survey ofresidents of three counties (Fremont;
Madison'Bomleyi lle)she wiu not be offered as an-ex7ert~but7oTw

for the informal survey she conducted in those-counti'es'.
provided to counsel.

DEFENDANT'S RESPONSE TO DISCOVERY - Pagel



b. Heather Daybell- address unknown currently. She will be called as
witness regarding her correspondence she sent to the" Henrys "FoA

c. My^and all witnesses disclosed by Defendant Lori Vallow's Counsel in

d. Any and all witnesses disclosed by Special Prosecutor Robert Wood in his

e. All exhibits previously provided to the court and defense counsel on a
drive by Mr. Daybell's counsel.

DATED this 1 st day of March 2021.

ihn Prior
'Attorney for Defendant

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE: This certifies that a true and correct copy of the above and
foregoing instrument was delivered to the office of the FREMONT COUNTY SPECIAL

PROSECUTING ATTORNEY by odyssey court service to mcpo@co. madison. id.us and
jthurberfaico. madsion. id. ii.i and mlm@, meanslaw, cnm the 1 st day of March 202 1

DEFENDANT'S RESPONSE TO DISCOVERY . Page2
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Mark L. Means (ISB 7530)
MEANS LAW and MEDIATION
MEANS-LAW
429 SW 5th Ave, Suite 110
Meridian, ID 83642
Telephone: 208. 794. 3111
Facsimile: 1. 866. 228. 3429
Email: mlm@means-law. com
lcourt Email: icourtlaw@)gmaiLcom & mjm@)means-law. com
Website: www. means-law. com
Attorney for LORI NORENE (DAYBELL) VALLOW

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FREMONT

STATE OF IDAHO,
PLAINTIFF

Vs.

LORI NORENE VALLOW (AKA LORI NORENE
DAYBELL),
CHAD GUY DAYBELL
DEFENDANTS

Case No: CR 22-20-0838
CR 22-20-0755

DISCLOSURE OF WITNESSES & EXHIBITS RE:
MOTION TO TRANSFER TRIAL

(SERVED ONLY)

COMES NOW, DEFENDANT LORI NORENEVALLOW (DAYBELL) by and through her Attorney

of Record, Mark L. Means and provide the following disclosures/notices to the Parties that he

intends to call the following Witnesses:

Witnesses:

1. Columbo Investigations, LLC Mr. Joe Adriany (see resume/attached survey results)

2. Mrs. Heather Daybell

3. All witnesses identified by the State and or Defendant Chad Daybell/Mr. John Prior.

Exhibits:

1. Report/findings by Ironwood Insights (yet to be completed. Provided upon receipt).

PG. 1
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2. Survey Results from Mr. Joe Adriany (attached).

3. Any and all exhibits disclosed by the State and or Defendant Chad Daybell/Mr. John Prior.

Counsel reserves the right to amend this disclosure as discovery responses/evidence is

outstanding and subject to production by the State, etc.

DATED this 1 day of March 2021.

M/_ JrUa^i.

Mrs. Lori Norene Vallow (Daybell)
Defendant
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned certifies that on this day of March 2021, 1 caused a true
and correct copy of the FOREGOING document to be forwarded by the method(s) indicated
below, to the following:

MADISON COUNT!' PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
Email: mcpo@madison. id. us

Mr. John Prior
Email: johrKSjpriorlaw. com

Efile

Efile

DATED this day of March 2021.

M/- 'MUUKI-
Mark L. Means

Advocate for Mrs. Lori Norene Vallow (Daybel
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JOE ADRIANY
POB 6736 Boise, ID 83707

Cell: (208) 866-8689 Office: (208) 994-6138 cokimbo416@msn. com

PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY

Private Investigator with 20 years of experience and 13 years prior law enforcement.
Retired Officer with the San Diego Police Department.

Extensive experience in civil and criminal investigations including multiple murder cases.

Contract Federal Special Investigator for Department of Homeland Security.

SKILLS

Top Secret Security Clearance with Department of
Homeland Security for Contract Background

Investigations. Ongoing Training & Refresher
Courses to maintain clearance and credentials for

ICE & CBP

Retired San Diego Police Department Officer earning
a 1992 Advanced Certificate from the State of

California Department of Justice Commission on

Peace Officers Standards & Training(POST).

Experience in Patrol/ Patrol Supervision, Traffic

Division/ Crimes Against Persons & Property

Investigations, Undercover Investigations/ Narcotic

Investigations/ Background Investigations and

Recruiting.

Advance Officer Training Courses and Continuing

Education Courses throughout Career at the San

Diego Police Department to include Money

Laundering and Narcotics Investigations

State of Oregon Department of Public Safety

Standards & Training Certification as a Private

Investigator from 2010 to 2015

Conducted investigations for City of Boise, Boise

Airport Police/ Garden City Police/ City of McCall/

Canyon County Public Defenders Office and the

Idaho Transportation Department

WORK HISTORY

COLUMBO INVESTIGATIONS, LLC

1 J'( cT i ,'iow. /i'/ci/fp | . ^t-. pfnnhf! 2003 ( ui'fcfit

Perform civil/ criminal and background investigations for private clients/ attorneys and government

agencies. Conduct surveillance and due diligence. Interview witnesses/ collect evidence, prepare detailed

reports and testify in proceedings as required. Criminal cases include infractions/ misdemeanors and

felonies/ including murder.

COMPUTER SCIENCES CORPORATION (CSRA)

} if. ^f J^. i. ^li^ai^f i idh i.7/;;.'t;/;. r('. if^sniii ! ^j),'i/ 2017 Cidivi,;

Contract employment background investigator for US Immigration & Customs Enforcement (ICE) and US



Customs & Border Protection (CBP through the Department of Homeland Security. Conduct interviews,
search records and complete thorough investigative reports in line with strict government guidelines.
Currently hold a Top Secret Security Clearance with the Department of Homeland Security and possess
Credentials for ICE and CBP.

EDUCATION

BACHELOR OF ARTS Anthropology
San Diego State University
Sail Oic^:. Calitorniii , 7973


